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Abstract—In recent years, Storage as a Service Cloud gained popularity among both companies and private users. However, security and interoperability issues still have to be adequately faced and solved. In this work, we propose a simple, secure, and privacy-preserving architecture for inter-Cloud data sharing. The proposed solution relies on open standards for both sharing and communication mechanisms, thus ensuring durability, robustness, and compatibility of the approach in the current Internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a challenging technology that promises to strongly modify the way computing and storage resources will be accessed in the near future. The traditional taxonomy about Cloud distinguishes among services at three different levels: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). The above reported services can be implemented in both private and public Clouds. While private Clouds have infrastructures owned and maintained by a single organization for its own use, public Clouds are made available to the general public by a service provider.

Recently Storage as a service (STaaS) Cloud gained popularity both among private users and enterprises [1]. STaaS is a Cloud business model in which a service provider rents space in its storage infrastructure to individuals or companies. In this context, some of the main challenges, both from an industry and an academy point of view, are related to security (particularly associated to the personal sphere of users, compliance with legislation, and problems of trust) and interoperability.

Security problems [2] are connected to the value and sensitivity of the data stored in the Cloud. On the one hand, big industrial groups might hesitate to put their sensitive data in the Cloud, under the control of other organizations, if any guarantee of privacy, integrity, and availability of data is not provided. Besides data themselves, privacy of related metadata and interactions is also important. In fact, such information is usually fully accessible to the Cloud operator. On the other hand, common users do not usually care about privacy and security of their data. Not subjected to strong regulation as industrial groups or unaware of risks and implications for their privacy, they tend to accept terms of use and conditions imposed by the different Cloud operators. Nevertheless, problems for user privacy are still an actual menace.

Besides privacy and security concerns, with respect to big industrial groups, common users are more concerned with the other challenge of Cloud computing, that is interoperability [3]. In fact, several Cloud services cannot interoperate among each other due to the absence of standard mechanisms. As a consequence, in order to fully profit of interaction facilities, two generic users usually need to rely on the same STaaS provider. This also makes difficult to migrate data from one platform to another without relying on local equipment.

Several works in literature deal with security [4] [5] [6] and interoperability [3] [7] [8] issues focusing on standardization of Cloud services. Our goal is not to provide a new standard but to propose an approach that is transparent for both users and providers. In particular, we present a solution that is able to allow integration among different STaaS without asking for changes in their internal policies or implementations. As a consequence, service providers can be unaware of the solution. Note that our work is not focused in presenting new encryption mechanisms or techniques. In fact, our solution is more targeted on privacy preservation and with this aim it is able to directly exploit a variety of encryption algorithms already present in literature with minor changes in the design and implementation. Our proposal relies on: i) a user client containing all the added complexity, ii) out of band (OOB) communication mechanisms (e.g., email or XMPP services) used for signaling purposes, and iii) potentially any existing STaaS with minimum sharing requirements for user data storing.

II. MOTIVATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

Two kind of requirements have been identified: privacy-related requirements and functional requirements.

A. Privacy-related requirements

In the context of the present work, privacy is intended as the effectiveness for a user to be able to restrict the access to data he/she is responsible for (e.g., as a producer of the content) or related to (e.g., details about his/her interactions). We thus differentiate among privacy of data and privacy of metadata. Such an effectiveness can be affected by technical and/or social (e.g., social engineering) interferences [9].

Privacy of data. Privacy of data is satisfied if a user, as producer or owner of a given piece of content, is able to define who can access it and he/she is not obliged, by construction of the platform, to make it accessible to any other party, included any service provider or any other entity running the service. We believe that not only the user should have an exact perception
of who can access his/her data, but that it should be possible to assure that nobody but intended parties may access shared content.

**Privacy of metadata.** Metadata attached to user data may sometimes reveal more information than the data itself. As an example, let us consider metadata of a photograph: it may contain several sensible information such as GPS position, date and time of the photograph, device that has been used, and so on. We believe that medata should be protected neither more nor less than data, and it should be exclusively accessible to intended parties [10]. Moreover, nobody but interacting parties should be aware of any social interaction/relationship.

### B. Functional requirements

In the present work, we focus on functional requirements from two main point of views. On the one hand, we put our attention to the flexibility in the choice of the external resources and services that user can exploit. On the other hand, the granularity of the access control mechanisms is taken into consideration.

**Flexible choice of external resources.** One of the main functionalities that users ask for when using STaaS platforms is the possibility to share content with other people. However, for several reasons (e.g., cost, trust toward the provider), users often rely on different storage services [6]. In this case, the interaction capabilities are rather limited to the simple link sharing, and rely OOB (with respect to the exploited platforms) mechanisms such as e-mail or instantaneous messages (IM). Also, to the best of our knowledge, data migration from one platform to another is not supported by any standard mechanism. We believe that an effective sharing mechanism should guarantee full interoperability among different STaaS platforms, allowing users to interact also with principals using different services, to easily define sharing groups, and to migrate from one service to another in a simple way without relying on local equipment.

**Access control.** Typical access control mechanisms are much harder to be implemented in a decentralized platform with respect to centralized counterparts. However we believe that also in a decentralized sharing platform, a user should be able to define, in a simple way, with whom to share a piece of content and to easily assign and revoke such privileges.

### III. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW AND FUNCTIONALITIES

In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed architecture and we describe the main functionalities.

#### A. Architecture entities

The architecture we propose in the present work is composed of three main classes of entities: (i) one or more STaaS spaces which support easy sharing mechanisms, such as HTTP or WEBDAV, used for storing data, metadata, and any information about user interactions; (ii) one or more communication services, such as e-mail or IM services, used for the signaling mechanism; (iii) one local client on each device of each user.

**STaaS spaces.** Our architecture is designed in order to work with several heterogeneous STaaS spaces. The configuration process consists of setting a vector <URL, credentials> for each of the STaaS spaces that the user is willing to use to store his/her data. The credentials will be provided to the client so that it will be able to login and access the storage spaces. Each user will only write on his/her storage space, which we will refer at as personal space.

**Communication services.** Any e-mail or IM service can be used for the signaling mechanism. In general, users should reserve one or more accounts for the platform, so that signaling messages related to our sharing mechanism do not interfere with common messages.

**User client.** The local client is the core of the system and provides a set of primitives/functionsality that can be used to implement a rich interaction model relying on the STaaS spaces for storing data, metadata, and information about interactions and on the communication services for the signaling and interactions. The interaction model, in terms of functionalities is independent from the used STaaS and may also be exploited by third party applications which can be implemented on the top of our client.

#### B. Configuration

The user needs to install the client on each local equipment that he/she wants to use and configure one or more storage spaces. Also, he has to configure one or more e-mail or IM accounts, which should be reserved for the platform usage. Then, he/she has the possibility to add a certain number of colleagues. Each colleague is identified by an identifier (e.g., name, nickname, email address). To such identifier the following items will be linked: (i) one or more URLs of the personal space of the colleague which will point to a file, called activity stream where the colleague will report his activities, and to an entry point to the colleague’s data; (ii) a security association between the user and the colleague, e.g., a key or a set of keys, so that the user and the colleague may communicate and share content in a secure way; (iii) optionally, an e-mail or IM contact reserved to such usage that will be used for signalling purposes.

#### C. Working principle

The proposed solution implements primitives for storing content and sharing with other colleagues.

**Store a content.** Each user authenticates and stores data only on his/her own personal spaces, hosted by a STaaS on his choice. STaaS authentication vectors will never been shared with other users. Data are always stored in an encrypted form, using encryption and key handling mechanisms embedded in the client. Contents that are not intended to be shared are stored in an encrypted way with keys that are known only by the owner of the content.

**Share a content.** Stored content can thus be shared via public sharing links, so that anybody can download it. However, in order to access a content a user has to own the decryption keys. The application will handle encryption/decryption operations as well as assignment and revocation of privileges (in the form of keys for accessing content) and notification.
In particular, when a user shares a piece of content with a colleague, the content is encrypted with a fresh symmetric key, which in turn is shared with the recipient of the content in a secure way by mean of asymmetric public-key cryptography. Similarly, when a colleague shares a piece of content with groups of users, the piece of content is encrypted with a fresh symmetric key and only one copy of the encrypted content is produced. The symmetric encryption key is thus encrypted for the group using a group key, which is owned by all the members of a group, and shared among recipients. This assures that only intended parties may access the content. The recipient is then notified via mechanisms described below.

D. Notification mechanisms

The notification mechanisms are one of the most important aspects of the proposed architecture. They must be able to provide easy inter-Cloud sharing, meaning that they do not have to rely on sharing facilities provided by specific storage providers. In fact, thanks to our architecture two generic users do not need to rely on the same providers for interaction. The architecture supports a proactive and a reactive notification mechanism.

**Proactive notification.** The first mechanism relies on e-mail or IM services to send notification messages to the colleague (or list of colleagues) to be notified. When a user chooses to share an information with someone else, a message is sent by either e-mail or IM mechanism with the link to that information into the STaaS provider infrastructure. Please note that the link to the content itself, embedded into the message, gives no access to the content, since the latter is stored in an encrypted form. The advantage of the proactive method is that thanks to "push" techniques, supported by IM and most e-mail services, an asynchronous notification is built.

**Reactive notification.** The second mechanism is based on a regular verification, performed by each user, of a stream file (namely Activity Stream) which is accessible on the public space of each colleague. According to such a mechanism, in order to notify a colleague of a new sharing, a user has to report such interaction in his/her activity stream. At the time of execution and regularly at predefined intervals, each client downloads and verifies the content of the activity streams of each or part of his contacts.

Note that the activity stream only contains entries addressed to specific contacts or groups of contacts. Specific entries are cryptographically protected for the user or the group of user, based on discussed security associations.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. User Client implementation

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of the client layered architecture and its interactions with external STaaS spaces and communication services. Five modules are present in the User Client: User Interface/API, Social Engine, Encryption Module, Read/Write Module, and Signaling Module. The User Interface allows the user to interact with the system. The same layer also provides APIs to possible third party applications which can implement complex interactions based on basic functionalities provided by the system. The

Social Engine handles the system life cycle implementing the orchestration of the main functionalities. The Encryption Module allows to encrypt/decrypt pieces of content through the considered encryption method. The R/W Module behaves as an abstraction layer for the different STaaS spaces that the system can deal with. Such module will be able to write only on the user personal space and read from any storage. Finally, the Signaling Module implements the communication layer by abstracting the different communication service providers.

Two main high-level functionalities are present in our prototype (refer to Figure 2 for the steps described below). On one hand, the user is allowed to share a piece of data with other users by selecting it from the local file system. First of all, the user can indicate the identity of the users or groups of users with which he/she wants to share the data (1). Then, the encryption module is instructed for encrypting the piece of content accordingly (2). Afterwards, the encrypted piece of content is uploaded to the selected Storage Cloud through the Storage Module (3, 4). Finally, the corresponding notification is sent to such users through the selected signaling method by mean of the Signaling Module (5, 6).

On the other hand, the recipient client can receive signals about content that has been shared with him/her (8, 9). When a notification is received through the Notification Module, the Social Engine retrieves the content on the remote Storage Cloud on which it is stored through the Storage Module (10, 11). Then, the piece of data is decrypted by mean of the Encryption Module (12) and it is made available to the user through the User Interface (13).

B. Adopted standards and technologies

We implemented a prototype of the proposed architecture on an Android Samsung Galaxy Note device. Dropbox and Google Drive have been selected as STaaS spaces while Gmail as been taken into consideration as communication service. Particularly interesting are the technologies adopted in order to implement reactive notification mechanisms and group encryption mechanisms.
Activity description. In order to implement reactive notification mechanisms we exploit the concept of Activity Stream. An Activity Stream is a list of recent activities performed by an individual in social web applications and services. The more known example of Activity Stream is Facebook’s News Feed. Since the proliferation of the Activity Stream concept on websites, in recent year the necessity to standardize the format came up in order for different websites to interact among each other through their streams. In our work, we took into consideration the open format Activity Streams [11] and we designed a draft implementation of the format from both the producer and the consumer point of view.

Group keying mechanisms. So as to support easy sharing with locally defined groups of users, each principal may locally define groups of users such as friends, family, co-workers. Our proposal relies on Group Encryption with hierarchy of keys [4], which allows to define by construction of the group several subgroups. Such approach allows the issuer of the group to address content to the whole group as well as to one or more subgroups. It also allows for easy revoking privileges to one user, i.e. removing one user from a group, reducing the number and the complexity of the operations for re-keying remaining users.

C. Reactive notification module

We adopted a JSON format for the activity streams. More in particular, a customization of the approach proposed by [11] has been implemented. In Figure 3, the structure of the Main Activity Stream is shown. Field “url” contains the URL of the user personal space, which is the entry point to his/her data while “totalitems” is the maximum number of objects that the stream may contain. This has been set up to 45 in order to maintain the activity streams small. As soon as the number of elements exceeds such limit, a new Activity Stream is generated, which links to the previous one via field “prev”. Each Activity Stream also links to the following one via field “next”. The current Activity Stream is always available at the same URL in order to facilitate the retrieval while previous Activity Streams are moved at different URLs as specified by fields “prev” and “next”. The current Activity Stream is always available at the same URL in order to facilitate the retrieval while previous Activity Streams are moved at different URLs as specified by fields “prev” and “next”. The current Activity Stream is always available at the same URL in order to facilitate the retrieval while previous Activity Streams are moved at different URLs as specified by fields “prev” and “next”. Field “first” links to the first Activity Stream so that it is possible to go through the whole list of streams starting from the beginning. Field “main activity array” lists all the activities reported in the current stream. As discussed above, each activity reported in the Main Activity Stream is referred to a list of users and thus described in the related List Activity Stream, linked through field “url” of “main activity array”.

List Activity Streams have a very similar structure with the exception that several objects link at the content rather than at other streams as in the case of Main Activity Streams. In Figure 4, the structure of object “image” in a List Activity Stream is depicted. Field “title” is a human readable message that is displayed to the user. Field “url” contains the URL of the personal space of the user while “id” is composed of the list-id joined with a sequential number for the list. Main Activity Streams are downloaded in parallel and the analysis of each of them starts as soon as the download is completed. Based on the content of the latter, List Activity Streams are possibly downloaded and analyzed.
D. Proactive notification module

We relied on email as messaging system. Messages follow JSON format very similar to the one adopted for Streams. The adopted email address is exclusively used for the system. As soon as a new activity is performed by the user, the latter can choose one or more recipients. Thus, the system automatically generates email messages addressed to the recipients with a description of the new activity. At the reception of the email, the client automatically reacts decrypting and analyzing the message and displaying the notification on the terminal.

E. Internal database

The internal status of the application is maintained within an internal database which has been implemented in SQLite. Such database is stored in an encrypted form on the personal space of the user and contains basic information about the user (his email, personal information and keys), his contacts (e.g. associations between users and related keys, lists of friends and related keys) and his activities within the platform (for example, each sharing activity is reported). Such database is upgraded on the personal space of the user each time the latter launches the application, performs a significant action (e.g. adds a new contact, shares a new piece of content) and allows the user to accesses the platform from different devices. Based on our experience, the size of the SQLite database is few KB, and grows very slowly as the number of contacts or activities increases.

V. Evaluation

In this section we provide both qualitative and quantitative evaluation.

A. Qualitative Evaluation

The system we propose implements a simple co-working environment, allowing sharing of contents and providing a framework that can be exploited for building complex interactions, relying on several STaaS which are in general unable to interact.

More in details, qualitative advantages of our system are the following.

- It add new mechanisms for inter-Cloud data sharing among different STaaS without the necessity for them to change anything in their way of working, while previous works mostly focuses on standardization of Cloud to Cloud interfaces [12], [13]. Complex functionalities can be implemented as plugins on the top of the system, which provides primitives for interactions.
- It only relies on basic services of the Internet for sharing content (e.g., HTTP, WebDAV) and communication (e.g., e-mail, IM). Relying on these services ensures durability, robustness, and compatibility of the service in the current Internet.
- It assures good levels of protection for the personal sphere of users: all data stay under the control of the owners and remain inaccessible to any unauthorized party, included the storage service. Besides, access to data is as anonymous as possible, since the access control relies on encryption and users never have to authenticate in order to access a piece of content. The Cloud provider can only track accesses based on the IP addresses, but this kind of tracking has always been there since the born of Internet. Also, several project aiming at providing anonymity at IP level already exist, such as the TOR project, which allow to avoid IP-based tracking.
- It abstracts from the exploited storage service: each user may rely on the service of his choice, provided it allows to share a piece of content via a sharing link. Each user will always write on his/her own space. Each sharing, modification, comment to a content can only be done by uploading content on the own storage space and relying on the interaction mechanism for notification.

B. Quantitative Evaluation

We consider the dependency on the signalling module, which for some interactions is based on the publish/subscribe approach, as critical with respect to system performance. In fact, in order to display the list of activities of a user contacts it is necessary to download, decrypt, and analyze several activity streams.

With the aim of evaluating the efficiency of such approach, we tested our prototype in the more demanding case of social network interaction dynamics, since inter-cloud sharing and social network platforms are collapsing in one unique interaction model. Also, although inter-cloud sharing systems are mostly intended for usage from a PC, we also considered usage from smart phones. We thus tested the publish/subscribe approach on both a mobile device (Android Samsung Galaxy Note) and a PC (Pentium 4, 2GHz, 1GB RAM) and observed a very weak dependence on the local hardware with respect to other parameters. More in particular, performance depends on several variables: (i) Internet connection used for downloading user activity streams; (ii) performance of the different services users leverage for storing their own data; (iii) number of contacts which it is necessary to download, decrypt, and analyze the related activity streams; (iv) number of activities of such contacts in the context of the social network; (v) employed device.

For what concerns the Internet connection, we tested the mechanism in the case of both the Ethernet-based Internet connection of our University Department and a 3G Internet connection (usually used on smart phones). As storage services we relied on Dropbox. Concerning the number of user contacts, we identified 3 different scenarios which are typical of social network platforms [14]: users with a small number of contacts

Fig. 4. Structure of object “image” in a List Activity Stream
(25 contacts), users with average number of contacts (100) and users with a huge number of contacts (500). However, the majority of social network users tend to be interested at and to interact with a much smaller number of contacts [15], that is usually about 20% and however never more than 50 contacts; that is interactions with 5, 20 and 50 contacts in the three discussed cases. That means a social system can give higher priority to such subsets of contacts for providing a first activity stream of most important contacts, then download in the background data for all the remaining contacts. Note that this approach is somewhat similar, in terms of user experience, as what common social networks provide by allowing users to favorite some contacts for filtering out most interesting entries in the activity stream. For what concerns the activity of contacts, we considered average levels of activity for all contacts, that is about five activities per day [16]. However, among all the activities a user can perform, only a subset of them are notified via the publish/subscribe mechanism, that is notification to a wide range of contacts; while others, for example direct one-to-one interactions, are notified via direct messages (e.g., IM, email). Such distinction is not foregone, and depends on design choices. With respect to the list of typical activities the ones notified via the publish/subscribe model are: (i) new friendship/contact: since in general new relationships are notified to all contacts; (ii) posted a status update, a new picture, or a wall post etc.: since that concerns several contacts of a user; (iii) liked a friend’s content: so as to implement a basic recommendation system.

Such subset of activities represents about 47% of all typical day’s activities [16]. Results of the simulations for the three cases are summarized in Table 1. We report in parentheses the results obtained by considering the subset of maintained relationships only, as discussed above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Performance of the System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bottleneck seems to reside in the download of the several activity streams, while decryption and analysis operations seem to have a smaller impact on overall performance of the system. That means the system remains usable in the case of University Internet connection in all the cases except the most demanding one (a user with 500 contacts who is interested at the activities of all his contacts, which in general is not the case). On the other hand, that is with a 3G Internet connection, the system seems to be usable only in the case where one is interested at a very small subset of contacts. However, in the case of inter-cloud sharing users tend to maintain a very small number of contacts.

VI. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we proposed a new approach for inter-Cloud data sharing. We first identified the main requirements and then provided both high-level and implementation-level details of our approach. Relying on open standards, such as HTTP, WebDAV, e-mail, and IM, our approach ensures durability, robustness, and compatibility of the approach in the current Internet by providing security and interoperability. In the future, we aim at implementing a more complete prototype of our architecture and quantitatively investigating functional and non-functional requirements. Moreover, we plan of building on top of our architecture by implementing a distributed, shared, and secure file-system exploiting STaaS spaces available online.
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